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ON SOME PROPERTIES OF BOUNDED HOMOMOR
PHISMS AND DERIVATIONS OF A 8ALGEBRA

Masaru Nagisa and Youngman Nam

We consider some properties of the completely bounded 
representations of C*-algebraso We discuss the relation 
between the ^-similarity and the property Dk and get the 
result every ^-similar C*-algebra has property Dk. More
over we determine the similarity problem for the algebra 
C㊉C precisely and constructively.

1. Introduction

Let © be a bounded non- degenerate rep호esentation of a 
C*-algebra A on a Hilbert space H、The following fact i앙 
well known：

§ is similar to a ^-representation if and only if 少 is 
completely bounded.

Haage히ip ([5]) has shown that there exists a "bounded 
invertible operator T on H such that T^T~X is a *- 
representation and |[T[| —Recently Christensen
([4]) has shown that any representation of a [【「factor
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with property r is completely bounded and 이I”.
Therefore to determine a similarness of a bounded re

presentation will be assigned to determine its complete 
boundedness. So it is interesting to estimate a complete 
bounded norm of a bounded representation and to study 
the connection between this norm and its 。호norm.

According to these mofivation옹 we will define the 
following notations.

Definition L Let k be a positive real and be a bounded 
linear map from a C*-algebra A into a C*-algebra B. Then 
d is said to be k-completely bounded^ if。is completely 
"bounded and ｝시品 三二 1 <5j

For example, each completely positive map © is com
pletely bounded and |必时 =|씨, and every cyclic bounded 
representation is 3-compleiely bounded, (cf. f5j.)

Definition 2. A C*-algebra A is said to be
if every bounded non-degenerate representation of A or a 
Hilbert space H is ^-completely bounded.

As mentioned above we will see that for any 
C^-algebra A, every bounded representation of A is similar 
ro a ^-representation. The following fact is known：

A nuclear C*-algebra is 2-similar (cf. [1j9 E2J).
A C^-algebra which has no tracial states is 3-similar.
A properly infinite von Neumann algeb호a is 3-simllar 

(l5J)5 and a type Ilj-factor with property r is 44- 
similar.

But these estimations are not necessarily best possible, fn 
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fact we can show that a 2-dimensional C*-algebra C㊉C is 
1-similar.

2. ^-similarity

In this section, we will discuss some preperties of k- 
similar C^-algebras. At first we note the following fact.

Lemma 3. Let x and 1 （the identity operator） be in 
B（、H） and X be a positive real. Then we have a norm of 

an operator f）為 B（H$H \

腭 = 이|2+（"1）2}1/2+ {]k히"（\一1）乎/2[.

Proof. Let x~u\\x\\ be a polar decomposition of x. We 

compute the norm of an operator
§1

 o so we may assume

that this partial isometry 瑟 is a unitary operator from H 
to H. Using this unitary operator u. we can identify the 
algebra with That is, this identi
fication is as follows；

UJ
uati^ + tib + cz屏 + d

M2 
U 

（當

Therefore, we can calculate the norm of 也

Let 니
J 0

卩，be the spectral decomposition of \x\^

1 «、
.0 VSince we get

/Je（M） 0 \ 
\ 0 &（0）丿，

1
- c
u

then we have

where dE（、u） =
% X d，E($\
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0 人

""찌 )!l=sup Io 5。方到珊

= *[{“：이 |2+G + 1)2}S+{住||2 + (>一1)乎勺。

The proof is complete.

Let e be an idempotent operator on H and p be the range 
projection of e. Then (1 一0)e=O・ Therefo호e we can re
present e as following form

± o
1
 o

where x is an operator from to pH.

Corollary 4・ If {^>, H} is a bounded representation of a 
C*-algebra A, then the following two conditions are equi
valent：

(1) II沖=L
(2) © is ^-representation.

Proof. (2) implies (1): It is obvious. (1) implies (2): 
By considering the transposed map of the restriction of 
0 to we may assume the is a normal represen
tation of a von Neumann algebra A** on H. Hence we 
have only to show that ©(?) is a projection for any projec
tion p in A**.

We assume that ©(?) is not projection. Then ©(0) is an 
idempotent, so ©(@) has the form (g 看)as mentioned 

above, where a: =# 0. However, we have "3)11〉1 by 
Lemma 3, which contradict to ||dl|= 1.
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From now on we will consider the ^-similarity of a C宋- 

algebra C㊉C. Let {啊 } be a representation of the 2- 
dimensional algebra C㊉C・ If we denote by and H2 
the range space of the idempotent ©(1,0) and its orthogonal 
complement respectively, then we can represent the operator 
MLO) by the form o)eB(H©H)-B(W)5 and ©(0,1) 

has the form^ q j)・ We define a bounded invertible ope

rator S and a representation 7t of C+C on H as follows

S=(g S)wB(H&H2)

and
兀(a, B、)= &m ㊉母2，

where pt is a projection from H to Ht. Then we can see 
that © = Sr기;S, that is, © is similar to this ^-representation 
7T. Moreover we consider the bounded invertible ope호ator

T=( 0 시k이|2°口)1/2)S

Then we get the following result.

Theorem 5. For any bounded non-degenerate representation 
© of C@C on a Hilbert space H, we use the above notat
ions. Then

(1) II©II = I0(L —1)||. (the norm of a difference of two 
idempotents.)

(2)
(3) l|T|| ||n】||니I却.

In particular, C@C is l-similar.

Proof. (1) For any a, jS^C, we can represent ©(%£?) by 
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the following from

心,仞 = (片 3쟈 f

We compute this norm. We may assume k시 = |0[ = K so

Ik이 듸 X o 이¥지 卄니闵| + (假|卩+1)1/2.

Conversely,
I成1,一1)|니, J 学 )"=||g| + (|E|2+l)l/2.

Thus we get

II이 1 = 1渺(L 一DIL

(2) It is clear that we note the fact 

belongs to the center of the range of n.
(3) Let 2=(||zr||  +l)1/2. We note 난lat T and T ~l have 

the following form.
123

(1) If is ^-similar, then A and B are ^-similar.
(2) If both A and B are ^-similar, then is (如丄1)~ 

similar,
(3) Suppose that {&} is an increasing sequence of kn~

0 
(Ik이 F + i)s

o
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 o
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 o
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Using Lemma 3, we can compute norms of || T\ and
get II TH ||7"H| = IL끼| +시I씨|2+1)L”. The proof is complete.

Proposition 6. Let A and B be C*-algebras and be a 
positive real. Then the following holds：
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similar C*一subalgebras of A, A~U An and A'=sup < ocT 
then the C*-algebra A is N-similar.

PROOF. (1) It easily follows by identifying A and B with 
A4-0 and 0 + B in A + B respectively",

(2) Let be a bounded non-dege眼호ate representation of 
A4- B on a Hilbert space H. Put $ =机c渤卜 By Theorem 5 
there exists a bounded invertible operator T Qn H such that 
T(f)T is a ^-representation of C®C on H and"孙=|| 那& 

Hence we denote by piy % orthogonal projections T 
^(1, 0) T -i,幻5(0,1) 7”皿 with sum 1 respectively. Putting

— 饥=2), it follows that <JL and 枷 
하re bounded non-degenerate representations of A and B on

and H2 respectively, and 丄㊉如.Since T is of
the form ( / ；)切‘ Theorem 5 for each aU/1 and 

we h：고ve

=(1 r* \ ( s(&) o \( i x\ 
0 1/2 丿 k 0 如⑴；\ 0 ；)

二J 知(◎) *2。)\
\ 0 ©2(们 )'

Hence max {11们］|, II妁I} = II。任如！. Noting that
is k- completely bounded because el and 如 are 4-completely 
bounded by assumption, we have

II 이 ㊉饥)7山
WHTII \\T^\\明㊉齢慮
*1同眄㊉仙/

Ml如 Ik이1”=11씨If

The호efowe 0 is {k +1) -completely7 bounded.
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(3) Suppose that © is a bounded non-degenerate repre
sentation of on a Hilbert space H、We put ◎广二扶A籠 
for each nwN, then 如 is a bounded representation of Ar. 
Then we can easily show that [|^|| — sup ||^nlL therefore 
the assertion follows.

Corollary 7. Let A be a C*-algebra and Z be a closed 
ideal of A. If A is ^-similar, then I and A//(the qoutient 
algebra) are ^-similar. Conversely, if I and A/I are k~ 
similar, then A is (^ + 1)-similar.

Proof. Suppose that © is a bounded non-degenerate re
presentation of Z on a Hilbert space H. Then it is exrended 
to a normal representation 0 of /** on H with ||必| =丨|6||. 
Since /** is a cr-weakly closed ideal of a von Neumann 
algebra A**, /** is of form with a central projection 
z of A**. Put

©3)=敬客乙、), x u

Then is a normal representation of A** on H such that 
6 = (이产* and Ik이| = ||孙( = Ik이I). We note that if A is ^-simi

lar, then every normal representation of A** is ^-completely 
bounded. Thus we have

i씨L广니I이静키伽詩 W Ik이0니I和』Ik이I七

Next, suppose that is a bounded non-degenerate repre
sentation of A/I on H and q is the quotient map from A 
onto A/L Put $ = Then is a bounded non-degenerate 
representation of A on H. By assumption there exists a 
bounded invertible operator S on H such that p=S^S~l is 
a ^-representation of A on H and \\S\] =
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We define a *-representation of A/I on H by 

z(g(0))=p(Q)

fo호 each a A. Then it follows 나lat and

册i/wii이I 住-7=时緝旦;히fwi泌阳

The converse assertion follows from the fact that the 
algebra A** can be identified a direct sum ofand (A/Z)** 
and Proposition 6.

3. The relation to property Dk

As stated in introduction, the similarity problems 
concerned with the derivation problem. Specially, we con
sider here the relation between ^-similarity and property 
I為.We recall the following definition.

Definition 8. A C*-algebra A is said to have property 
for some positive real k9 if for each non-degenerate 

^-representation ^5 of A on a Hilbert space H we have

殆4】)冬 시|臨(“)")11

for all where the left side is the distance of x
and the commutant ©(A)' of ©(4) and ad({a) — xa — ax.

The reader is refer호ed to Christensen([4], [5]) for several 
results on property Dkt

Theorem 9. Every ^-similar C*-algebra A has property 
工)此/牝(in particular. Dk.)

Proof. Let be a non-degenerate *-representation of A 
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on a Hilbert space H and let x be in B（H）. We consider 
for each positive real t the representation 如 of A into 

given by

饱怎）=（缗）锵）），心

where S^=ad（x）°^. Using Lemma 3, we have

"知席））（

즉扃 然 ）*" （頌 ?）'

= *디险怎川 +{|岡（"卩+4}1/幻（max{l, I杪（时|}）2 

冬咨{히网4（』이 F+4）： 勺 （max{l,|k기 |}）3,
Ct 

hence

H&I 匡夺{히 I 卸+ （用 1卸2 + 4）1/2}. 
zS

By the ^-similarity of A, S it completely bounded and 
七 Then we have

川이" 假屮

긓 {치剧+ （理이 |2 + 4） 如2}T, 
_ Lj

SO
H8||c^inf 厂**{川N十団同阳4）i/2}]'.

The right side of above inequality' attains a minimum value 
at 7 = 2/（砰~1）'/이修||・ So is dominated by the value 
*（为十 1（{1 + 2/（为一 1）}3-d/2||祈|. Then the function %以 + 1）。 

{1 + 2/0—1） is monotone increasing for 力〉1, and
it takes a limit value e at infinity. Therefore
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时I 為 冬응씨 IN.
乙

By £5, Proposition 2. 1] we have

心务弑一4)八)=*[|卸成

W 응/이I이(M 씨⑥I).
4

Thus the proof is compete.

Remark. The above proof is based on [4, Theorem 3. 2]. 
Bg this theorem we can get better estimation than [4j, that 
is? any type Il^factor with property r has property

Now we show that ^-similarity implies property Dkt But we 
don't know whether property Dk imlies 為—similarity or not. 
Though we shall sh야w 나饴 following fact like proposition 
6 foi C*-algebras with property I為.

Proposition 10- Let A and B be C^-algebras.

(1) If has property7, Dk> 나Lg so A and B have,
(2) If A and B have property D& then 是㊉3 has pro

perty 眼土

Proof. (1) It is obvious.
(2) Let 少 be a ^-representation of AQB on a Hilbert 

space H and x be in B(H). Then ^>=©(1. O') and g = ©(0,1) 
are the orthogonal 끄！ejections with p~q — l. We denote by 
p and q9 the projections of orthogonal subspaces Hr and 
Hz respectively^ We define ^-representations by 加=机冬 on 
Hi and(以=©榜 on H2 and we denote © =如①如。

For any 顼 獄 艾 )其(耳G泓) and y=( 아 * )多 

。(-4㊉8)' = S(A)'㊉we have
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(命 2)一叩 o \L 
\ ^21 “22 ) \ 0 y2 / I o \ f 0 ^12 \i 

0 “22 一)2 丿十 Ee 0 )\

M 3"一必 0 |/«0
=\ 0 财* 丿 ~012 )1

= max{||“u-：ydL I俱22—3시|} +

So we get

o
o

(々㊉B)，)Wmax {日d(x22^2(BY)}

+T I”』(“)I队厶顚)IL

By the assumption of property Dk for A and B,

d(匸弑4①3)')W0 + 1)|&愆)|成(曲”|・

Thus we conclude A^B has property Dk+1.
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